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Champion Charolais—Tom Coquat, manager of the cattle operations of the Henderson County Fair in Athens, Texas, is a frequent exhibitor at the prestigious San Antonio Stock Show. The Henderson County Fair has been operating in Athens for 15 years and Zebu cattle for 20 years.

Coquat Ranches Show Champions

Long noted for the production of Charolais cattle and Zebu cattle, along with other livestock, Tom Coquat will have 15 Zebu cattle operations included in the 2021 San Antonio Stock Show. The Henderson County Fair in Athens, Texas, is one of the largest stock shows in the United States, with over 20,000 participants and 100,000 attendees. The fair is located in the heart of the county, providing a perfect setting for the exhibition of livestock and other agricultural products. In addition to the stock show, the fair offers a wide range of events, including music, food, and entertainment.

Kincaid Is Rancher Headquarters

The Kincaid Ranch is located in the heart of the Texas Panhandle, providing an ideal location for livestock production. The ranch is known for its high-quality breeding stock, including Charolais, Brahman, and Zebu cattle. The ranch is owned and operated by Mr. Kincaid, who has been involved in the livestock industry for over 30 years. The Kincaid Ranch provides a perfect setting for the exhibition of livestock and other agricultural products.

Lucky Runs

The Lucky Runs is a popular event at the San Antonio Stock Show, featuring the best livestock in the region. The event is open to the public, and visitors can enjoy the beautiful scenery of the Texas Panhandle while watching the live animals on display. The Lucky Runs is a great opportunity to witness the skill and dedication of the participants, who are striving to showcase their animals at their best.

Disaster Exhibit Scheduled

For the first time in a major state fair, a Disaster Exhibit will be featured at the San Antonio Stock Show and Rodeo, the biggest fair in the Texas Panhandle. The Disaster Exhibit is designed to show the various types of disasters, both natural and man-made, that can occur in the area. The exhibit is expected to be a popular attraction, with visitors learning about the steps that can be taken to minimize the impact of disasters and to prepare for future events.

Dependable Credit Service

To Dairymen, Farmers and Ranchers

See Us About Your Financial Problems

Gonzales Production Credit Association

Stockyards Bank

Home Office

San Antonio

Gonzales

Founding by Dolph Briscoe, Sr.

Briscoe Ranch

Breeders of SANTA GERTRUDIS Cattle

This is BRISCOE RANGE IN BLUE PANIC GRASS. WHERE ANY GOOD CATTLE BRED DOES WELL—BUT SANTA GERTRUDIS ARE TOPS IN RATE OF GAIN, MARKET AGE AND CONVERSION RATE.

We Have a Good Selection of Young Bulls for Sale

Range raised for range use—Priced to fit a cowboy's pocketbook

Ranch Located 13 MILES SOUTHWEST OF CATARINA

Les Brown

Phone 2004 Catarina

Dolph Briscoe, Jr.

Unble BR-4455

Auction Barn Stays Busy During Livestock Show

The favorite morning climax of the show, Built of steel and brick materials, and heated for live stock, it is equipped with livestock facilities. The barn is a fine addition to the facilities of the San Antonio Stock Show, and will be used for many years to come.

Preferred in the Southwest and in the Far Places of the World!

If it’s one or 50 young bulls you want, we generally have them to show you, "The Gentle Kind" J. V. Gates

Phone N-2-3252

Poteet, Texas

SUCCESS to the ANNUAL STOCK SHOW

YELLOW CAB CO.

Serving San Antonio Over 3 Years Dependable, Safe, Courtsey Service

CA-6-4242 Day or Night Call CHECKER CAB

Steadfast—will do the Duty to Save You Safe, Courteous Drivers

CA-7-6134
Santa Gertrudis Proof of Beef Improvement

This outstanding breed derives its name from the Santa Gertrudis crown of Spain land grant. The Santa Gertrudis cattle are large, have a very fine beef conformation, and are more weight in less months. They are best adapted to the semi-arid area. The Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods, or heavy rains. However, the Shorthorns were superior range animals. Not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods. The cows were heavy milkers and good mothers, but were slow to mature into a desirable type of beef cattle. The very best of bulls of both breeds proved to be superior, including one in the Mexican breed. The British breeds were more compatible from a scope standpoint than the breed. King ranch owners were convinced the owners the Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods. The cows were heavy milkers and good mothers, but were slow to mature into a desirable type of beef cattle. The very best of bulls of both breeds proved to be superior, including one in the Mexican breed. The British breeds were more compatible from a scope standpoint than the breed. King ranch owners were convinced the owners the Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods.

Angus Breed Proves Merit

Angus cattle in southwestern Texas, in that had increased Texas have repeatedly proved in 60 head, In 287 he purchased these so-called Longhorns to being able to put more feed in this world Wide head, raised by Mr. 1910 he purchased the herd top to 60. The British breeds, British breeds, were better adapted to the semi-arid area. The Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods. The cows were heavy milkers and good mothers, but were slow to mature into a desirable type of beef cattle. The very best of bulls of both breeds proved to be superior, including one in the Mexican breed. The British breeds were more compatible from a scope standpoint than the breed. King ranch owners were convinced the owners the Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods.

SANTA GERTRUDIS YEARLING SHOW HERD LINEUP AT KING RANCH

This outstanding breed derives its name from a crown of Spain land grant. The Santa Gertrudis cattle are large, have a very fine beef conformation, and are more weight in less months. They are best adapted to the semi-arid area. The Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods. The cows were heavy milkers and good mothers, but were slow to mature into a desirable type of beef cattle. The very best of bulls of both breeds proved to be superior, including one in the Mexican breed. The British breeds were more compatible from a scope standpoint than the breed. King ranch owners were convinced the owners the Longhorns did not seem to suffer from flies, drouth periods.

HOWDY FOLKS! Welcome!

TO BEXAR COUNTY’S FIRST ANNUAL

Livestock Exposition and Rodeo

The nation’s newest, most modern and beautiful Coliseum and its Exposition will Give You Many Thrills! Don’t miss being there! MORE THRILLS AWAIT YOU IN OUR SHOWROOMS

SEE THE 1950 CHEVROLET

“America’s Best Seller” “America’s Best Buy”

1950 CHEVROLET TRUCKS

The world’s largest builder of Trucks for every line of business, on display also.

A Cordial Invitation to All

Milam Chevrolet Co.

JOE FREEMAN

MARTIN AT NO. FLORES ST.
Kleberg's of Texas
(And Australia, South America and Africa)

How They Went International

By CHARLES J. WILDEY

In the 1960s, the Klebergs, a Texas cattle family, began expanding their business abroad. This is their story.

The Klebergs had been in the cattle business in Texas for generations. In the mid-20th century, they started to explore opportunities overseas, particularly in Australia and South America. The Klebergs had long been known for their Santa Gertrudis cattle breed, which are highly prized for their meat quality and adaptation to hot climates.

In 1965, the Klebergs purchased the Armstrong Ranch in Queensland, Australia, and began leasing land to raise cattle. This was a significant move, as it was one of the first major land deals in Australia by an American cattleman. The Klebergs continued to buy more land in Australia, and by the 1970s, they were one of the largest landowners in the country.

In addition to their Australian operations, the Klebergs also expanded into South America. They purchased land in Brazil in the 1970s, and later in Argentina. The Klebergs' South American holdings grew to become one of the largest cattle ranches in the region.

Throughout their international expansion, the Klebergs faced challenges and obstacles. They had to navigate different cultures, legal systems, and markets. However, they persevered, and their efforts paid off. The Klebergs' international operations were successful, and they became well-known for their expertise in cattle ranching.

In the 1980s, the Klebergs began to diversify their holdings beyond cattle ranching. They invested in real estate in the United States, and later in the Middle East. They also became involved in oil and gas exploration.

Today, the Klebergs continue to operate their ranches both in the United States and abroad. Their success story serves as an inspiration to other American families who have sought to expand their businesses globally.